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Enable WMI on Windows 7, 8 & 10

Enable remote access to WMI (always necessary)

This involves giving remote access rights to the user account that will be used by ESIA to access WMI
data. To do this :

Go to “Computer Management” (or enter the command “wmimgmt.msc”). Then, scroll down to
“Services and Applications” so that you can right-click on “WMI Control” and click on “Properties”.

In the “Security” tab of “WMI Control Properties”, select the “Root” namespace and then click on
“Security”.

If you want to fine-tune security, the namespaces 'Root→CIMV2' and 'Root→SecurityCenter2' are those
used by ESIA.
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Select the user account that will be used for remote access and tick the “Authorise” boxes for “Enable
account” and “Remote call authorised”, which are the 2 authorisations required.
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Make sure that the permissions have been applied to the selected namespace and its sub-
namespaces by clicking on “Advanced” to check the “Applies to” column.
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Allow access through the firewall (If you are using a
firewall)

To prevent the firewall from blocking WMI requests, the easiest way is to run the following command
line as Administrator: “netsh firewall set service RemoteAdmin enable” You can also do this via the
Windows firewall configuration page:
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Add the user to a group with remote access permissions

To be able to access WMI remotely, WMI must be part of the “Administrator” group.

Enable DCOM access (if necessary)

Run the “dcomcnfg” application
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In the “ Console Root → Component Service → Computers “right-click on “My Computer” and
then click on “Properties”.

Go to the “DCOM Security” tab and, in “Execution and Activation Permissions”, click on the “Modify
Limits” button.
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Add the user for WMI to the list and activate the remote authorisations:
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Note: If this doesn't work, always try the other “Modify limits” button and the other 2 buttons
(“Modify”).

Performance group

If you get an unknown output of the type with a message containing “2 WMI samples%”. You need to
add the user to the local “Performance Log” group if he/she is not the machine administrator.

Fill in the WMI credentials on the ESIA Unity box.

Once all the above steps have been completed, all that remains is to enter the WMI credentials on the
Unity box.

To do this, go to the web interface of the Unity box via its IP address and enter the credentials. (How
to configure the IP of a Unity?).
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The default user name is : esia
Password is : gesa

Next, go to the WMI tab. Here you can enter the user, password and domain to be used for WMI
queries:
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